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A picture of Midwest American ceramic “taste”: Staffordshire ceramics for the St.Louis market.

This paper is concerned with American ceramic demand in the Boston region in the 1860s and how it compared with ceramic demand of St.Louis in the same period. The subject has arisen from the fact that reports in Staffordshire newspapers often suggested that the ceramic demand of the American market differed from the British market. In order to evaluate these perceptions Boston and St.Louis are both useful case studies.

Showing the ceramic demand of a particular region is not as straightforward as it initially appears. The approaches of traditional ceramic literature have not been readily suited to address questions relating to demand or to explain how goods were produced successfully to meet with demand. On the one hand, the tendency of ceramic historians to analyse a particular ware-type, incorporating a list of known makers, inevitably reflects the bias of the collector or museums’ method of acquisition. Ceramics belonging to the bottom end of the market have seldom been systematically preserved in the manner of high-class goods, with the result that using collections to convey demand is problematic.

On the other hand, orders sent from American crockery dealers to Staffordshire manufacturers would at first appear to be a useful source. But as the largest archives in Staffordshire are weighted towards firms such as Wedgwood, Spode and Mintons, who were all renowned for producing the more expensive goods, problems again arise when attempting to determine a balanced view of demand.

Alternatively, archaeology of a particular site in Boston or St.Louis would help to build up a picture of what was being used by these communities, but this would not explain how ceramics arrived in America already suited to the taste and economy of a particular region. Clearly considerable problems arise from incomplete and limited evidence leaving a void when questions concerning the wider social, economic and commercial aspects of ceramics are addressed.

What is required is an alternative methodology. In 1937 an economist called Ronald Coase from the University of Chicago wrote an article entitled ‘The Nature of the Firm’. In this article Coase attempted to demonstrate a rationale for the very existence of ‘firms’. He argued that markets are complex and comprise many varied transactions. Transactions involve costs associated with uncertainty. In order to sell goods to markets, manufacturers need to gather information about price, competition, levels of income and other elements. Such information may be costly for small manufacturers to obtain particularly from a distant foreign market. Firms come into being, according to Coase, primarily as a way of coping with these transactions costs.​[1]​

The American market for Staffordshire ceramics in the nineteenth century was a complex, distant market. If Coase’s theory is correct, it should be possible to find evidence of the more minor manufacturers endeavouring to transact business in the cheapest way. Why it should matter either way, is that if manufacturers with less working capital were relying on ‘firms’ or middle agencies, their contact with the market would be reduced, thereby raising the issue of how manufacturers made appropriate design decisions. It is this point that makes the way in which manufacturers transacted business of considerable importance to ceramic design historians.

Using a methodology influenced by Coase this paper looks at the role of crockery importers instead of manufacturers. Firstly, it uses a diary of 1862 belonging to a firm of crockery importers called Collamore & Co. of Boston.​[2]​ Secondy, a collection of letters and orders of the 1865-66 period belonging to Chauncey I.Filley, a crockery dealer of St.Louis are used.​[3]​ With this information, comparisons may be made between the ceramic demand of Boston and St.Louis, and it may then be established to what extent these cities match up to English perceptions of American ceramic taste.

A question of Taste
As suggested at the beginning of this paper, the supply of the American market was not a straightforward one, especially as the concept of producing goods to suit American ‘taste’ became a widespread notion. Printed wares had been produced for the American market in the eighteenth century with the portraits of American Presidents and American-related imagery, and this tradition continued into the nineteenth century.​[4]​ The mid-nineteenth century marks a shift in focus, however, from ceramics directly aimed at the American market, to more complex forms of specialisation. As American taste took on wider dimensions, how best to tackle this demand began to be debated in the press. Initially, in the early 1850s this took the form of warning manufacturers not to dispatch goods to America unless they were aware of what this market required. According to the press at this time, there had ‘been a great change of taste among transatlantic purchasers; white ware of a very superior quality taking the place of the printed ware formerly in vogue’.​[5]​ By 1860, the Staffordshire press was providing advice on the best way to produce goods for the American market when it observed ‘the superiority on the part of the French, coupled with their lowered prices, has already led to the almost entire exclusion of English china from the United States; and even our earthenware is rendered more saleable by being made upon French models’.​[6]​ As is made abundantly clear from this extract, French ceramics exported to America had a significant influence on the formation of American ceramic taste, and consequently led Staffordshire manufacturers to attempt to emulate these qualities. Advertisements in American newspapers for Staffordshire earthenware often promoted the goods on the basis that they were similar in appearance (i.e. that the earthenware equalled the whiteness of French porcelain) and that the shapes were based on recent French designs.​[7]​

These, then, were the major debates and attitudes towards the American market, but when they are judged against actual practice, inconsistencies become apparent. This is illustrated in the diary kept by a representative of the Boston crockery importing firm, Collamore & Co., during his mercantile buying trip to Staffordshire in 1862 at the time of the Civil War. Staying at the Station Hotel in Stoke, this Boston importer set about selecting wares most appropriate for his market by visiting a wide range of factories. Succinct descriptions show that he purchased ‘Rich Fancy Goods’ from Liddle Elliot & Son of the Dale Hall pottery, near Burslem, and ‘fancy goods’ from both Cork, Edge & Malkins of Burslem and George L. Ashworth & Co., of Hanley.

Although the ceramics ordered ranged from common wares to the expensive parian, the references to ceramics of a more decorative nature do not align with the notion of an American taste for white ware as earlier discussed.​[8]​ When the press had reported that printed wares were no longer in vogue in America, this Boston importer ‘laid out a pretty large order for Common CC [cream coloured ware], Edged, Printed and Fancy ware’ from Heath, Blackhurst & Co. of Burslem. From Livesley & Powell of Hanley, he ‘selected quite a large lot of stone jugs, teapots, parian figures, earthen figures &c &c’, and from William Stubbs of Hanley he ‘laid out a small order of stone jugs, T’pots, parian ornaments...’.

For this Boston importer, business with the leading Staffordshire manufacturers was not out of the question. At Minton & Co’s works, ‘the largest and most extensive in the Potteries’ he placed a large but unspecified order, although at Copelands, reference was made to parian statuary being purchased. At Josiah Wedgwood & Sons he was content to ‘select a small lot of their styles of ware’. Only by identifying Wedgwood ceramics, such as jasper, majolica or printed ware with the retailers name of Collamore & Co., Boston, would it be possible to have a better understanding of what was meant by the phrase ‘their styles of ware’. Ceramic demand in Boston was far more varied than the Staffordshire press suggests. Boston was, after all, a city rich in material possessions, as indicated by a British traveller in 1863 who observed ‘through windows you could see sofas and rock-chairs, and books, and lamps all signs evidencing some degree of wealth, or at least comfort.’​[9]​ The same traveller noted stronger British cultural links in Boston than in other regions of America: ‘An English atmosphere - very welcome to an Englishman’ where ‘the German element seems to be very small’. With the opportunities provided by the wealth of Boston, and perhaps a stronger cultural desire to aspire to goods of British taste, it would not be too surprising to find a demand for a wide range of Staffordshire goods.

Given the ceramic diversity of wares purchased for Boston, it appears strange for the Staffordshire press to assert that there was an American taste in ceramics. And yet, notions of American taste were stronger than ever in newspapers and publications during the second half of the nineteenth century. Repeatedly, throughout the 1860s and 1870s white granite and the American market were closely linked. When in 1862 the effects of the American Civil War were being felt by a large number of Staffordshire manufacturers, it was pointed out that those factories making only white ware for the American market had been closed for months.​[10]​

Perhaps the most cogent expression of the move away from America consuming the same kinds of ceramics as the British market is in books directed at potential emigrants. In the 1840s, the recommendation had been for as little luggage as possible except to ‘take your crockery ware with you for it is very dear in America’.​[11]​Following this advice Anglo-American similarities could arise. Published in Manchester in 1870, however, Malcolm MacLeod’s Practical Guide for Emigrants to the United States and Canada, illustrates a significant shift in focus:

‘Crockeryware[ sic] of every kind is arnazingly dear; a pound’s worth of bowls, teacups, saucers and particularly jugs and chinaware, would be worth in America probably three pounds (gold). Only plain white ware should be taken; patterns are not fashionable and are counted common; but small gilt patterns for china would be esteemed pretty. Good chinaware will pay best, as it requires no more room, and represent more value in much smaller compass than commoner qualities’.

Although, based on his own American experience, it seems absurd that MacLeod should make recommendations concerning the trivial matter of American crockery taste to emigrants who would likely have limited means. Yet, MacLeod was at pains to argue that ‘no man can afford to disregard the fashion in America; everywhere he would be looked upon as a ‘greenhorn’, of no American experience, and an unlikely person to ‘push business’.​[12]​ American ‘fashion’ had acquired a special importance as a signifier of business acumen and as a means of assimilation.

If there was an American ceramic ‘taste’, can evidence of it be seen beyond the east coast port of Boston? While American archives often have invoices of ceramic goods sold by east coast importers to inland retailers, these do not tend to specify the manufacturer of the goods, let alone the country from which they originated. Staffordshire manufacturers invoices of wares sold to east coast importers, also survive in American archives, but these do not show how the goods were distributed across America. Bearing in mind these limitations, and that Boston demand did not adhere closely to the English notion of an American taste, the importance of finding a Midwest crockery dealer who purchased Staffordshire goods is obvious.

The ceramic demand of Post-bellum St.Louis

Instead of Staffordshire’s American trade being confined to supplying east coast importers, who in turn received orders from the inland American market, some manufacturers had developed a wide distribution of customers in the nineteenth century. In the case of the Burslem manufacturer, John Wood, sales ledgers indicate that orders were arriving at his factory from Cincinnati by 1846, from Louisville by 1849, as well as St.Louis from 1844.​[13]​ By coincidence, one of John Wood’s St.Louis customers was a firm called N.E.Janney & R.H.Miller, importers and wholesale and retail dealers in china, glass, Queensware etc. A description exists of these St.Louis crockery dealers in 1858 and makes the point that ‘in order that they might successfully compete with the Eastern jobbers, they a few years since made arrangements with European houses, by which means they import direct from the potteries in Staffordshire, England, every description of Queensware.’​[14]​

The links between Staffordshire and St.Louis were there, but what is required is a better description of the types of goods being purchased for the St.Louis market. The location of a letter book belonging to Chauncey I. Filley, fulfils this criterion since it is representative of a St.Louis crockery dealer conducting a direct trade with Staffordshire just after the American Civil War. The letter book spans a period from August, 1865 to October, 1866, illustrating St.Louis demand in an atmosphere of post-war renewal and reconstruction. It is also close enough in date to the Boston diary of 1862 to provide a constructive comparison.

In contrast to Boston, St.Louis in the 1860s was on the periphery of the American market. ‘On the edge of the prairie land ... a vast city, as civilised and as luxurious as any city of the New World’ was how one traveller described it in 1863.​[15]​ The colossal growth of St.Louis is evident from the rising population, calculated at some 16,000 in 1840, but reaching over 160,000 by 1860. Although St.Louis received a set back during the Civil War, Filley himself commented on its growth and recovery. Informed optimism led him to observe that ‘Missouri and St.Louis have picked up amazingly - we are outstripping both east & west. The great Missouri Pacific railway is complete to Kansas & thence the Union Pacific now stretching toward the Pacific - will be complete 136 miles next spring. We are moving on rapidly and surely’.​[16]​ Whilst the Union and Central Pacific railway was not actually completed until 1869, this extract does convey how Filley perceived a breakthrough in travel as improving commercial opportunities.

Initially, Filley came to Staffordshire in the summer of 1865 to deal with Elliot & Son, plain and ornamental manufacturers, of Dale Hall, near Burslem.​[17]​ Indicative of the close commercial link that existed is that Filley stayed at Elliot’s house, “The Beeches”, Liverpool Road, Newcastle-under​Lyme, and throughout 1865-66, Elliot was Filley’s main supplier of Staffordshire goods. The importance of Filley coming to Staffordshire will become clear later on in this paper.

Filley’s orders are very revealing not simply because they convey the demand of St.Louis, but because they indicate that the proportions of goods purchased from Liddle Elliot & Son were a very different from those selected for Boston. Hitherto, it has been observed that when a representative of the Boston crockery importers, Collamore & Co., came to Staffordshire, he purchased ‘Rich Fancy Goods’ from Liddle Elliot & Son in 1862. By comparison, Filley ordered a monthly amount of crates consisting only of a mixture of common ware and white granite from Elliot. The amount of crates fluctuated in number depending on the season, but January, 1866 epitomises the nature of his orders. In this month Filley required 49 packages of CC [cream coloured] table, tea and toilet ware, 14 packages of ‘Double thick ware’ in table and tea ware, 65 packages of white granite table, tea and toilet ware, 10 assorted packages of plain, painted and dipped CC ware, and 15 packages of white granite and CC, mixed packages. The total monthly order equalled 153 packages, and one package might typically consist of 60 dozen London unhandled teas in white granite. Not surprisingly, given the quantities involved, Filley was able to remark at the beginning of 1866, ‘My sales reached last year $20000000 and if you will keep me supplied with goods properly I will make them go to 250 or 300,000.00 this year but must have assorted packages for we cannot repack such an amount’.​[18]​

Even within this two year period Filley’s demand underwent a slight change. It has been established that Filley ordered a mixture of CC and white granite ware in January, 1866. Two months later, however, Filley reported ‘I have not sold CC Mound City teas once - don’t want them- nor would we have them. It was & is WG Londn Mound City, St.Denis- Chinese etc that I want - and very much’.​[19]​ By August, 1866, Filley revised his monthly order to consist of 14~ ~ packages per month; 102 of these packages were described as white granite ware in table, tea and toilet ware, dominated by the patterns, Mound City and Kansas, with smaller quantities of the Chinese and St.Denis design. Two packages consisted of ‘WG Double Thick’ table ware, and the remaining 41 crates were ‘common ware’ in table, tea and toilet ware in a mixture of plain, painted band or sprig.​[20]​ While the demand for cream coloured ware declined, white granite ware became even more dominant during 1866.

In the fourteen month period Filley repeatedly wrote to Elliot reporting what was selling well, and what was required to meet demand. Filley noted ‘I have not a common tea- chamber- dish baker WG Twifler Muff [muffins] - jug 6” E.&B. [ewers and basins] on hand-‘. He continued ‘This rush will be but temporary . .1 need not repeat - the necessity for you looking particularly after my wants- Ship! Ship! Ship! ... Bear in mind it takes three months for goods to reach New Orleans & St.Louis’.​[21]​ Thus, the orders, and Filley’s views expressed in his letters to Liddle Elliot are ample evidence of the considerable demand for wares described in the Staffordshire press. Both the press and the book written by Malcolm MacLeod for potential emigrants in 1870, suggested that the demand for plain white goods was strong in America. Emblematic of the demand for plainer goods was Filley’s reference in 1865 to ‘I find plain ware more sought after. Everybody says the Mound City is bully’, followed up by ‘We are needing the Plain goods W.G.’​[22]​ These alone suggest that the references in the press were not entirely inaccurate.

It has been argued that the demand for the durable white granite was in part related to practical reasons of pioneers requiring heavy duty ceramic wares, when making the journey across America to the frontier.​[23]​ This argument does not, however, bear close scrutiny. Attitudes expressed in contemporary books aimed at potential British emigrants intending to live at ‘a distance from a settlement ... more or less dependent upon themselves for the convenience and comforts of life’, advised replacing crockery with metalwork, rather than investing in durable ceramics. For instance, Tegg’s Handbook for Emigrants:Containing Useful Information and Practical Directions of 1839:
‘Have everything you can made of iron, which is much more durable than tin or copper and infinitely safer than the latter; substitute tin or copper for crockery ware in every possible case. Japanned tin jugs, with lids and covers, formerly called black jacks, you will find very useful; and pewter plates, dishes, basins, and mugs, will save breakage and inconvenience’.​[24]​

The sheer distances involved in importing goods from Staffordshire in the first place caused Filley some anxiety. When he wrote ‘Our men complain of the light quality & consequently broken condition of the crates arriving’ it has to be remember that the goods were shipped to New Orleans and then back up the Mississippi to St.Louis.​[25]​ Further transportation was necessary to carry the goods to Filley’s customers who, as will be shown, were not all located in St.Louis. The other point to bear in mind is that the types of vessels that Filley purchased from Elliot, which included handled and unhandled London teas, sugars, creams, punch bowls, ice creams, comports, custards and pickle boats, can hardly be considered appropriate for the intrepid pioneer. The items Filley purchased were suitable for the established household or hotels that Americans apparently had the propensity to make use of in the nineteenth century.​[26]​ There was no shortage of handsome hotels in St.Louis, and these were considered to be just as luxurious as those in the older States.​[27]​







McKendrick’s investigations of Josiah Wedgwood draw attention to the marketing techniques used by a premier manufacturer.​[30]​ Filley of St.Louis is a good example of a crockery dealer who employed a wide range of promotional techniques on behalf of the more minor Staffordshire manufacturers. Filley refers to advertising the new designs of Liddle Elliot & Son and preparing to give ‘out 100 samples from which to take orders’. Filley did not have the monopoly of the St.Louis trade. Apart from other St.Louis crockery dealers, he had to compete with Goddard & Burgess (Staffordshire
and New York crockery merchants), S.B.Pierce & Co. crockery importers of Boston, and Peter Wright, crockery importer of Philadelphia. All these dealers sent travellers to St.Louis in an attempt to obtain orders.​[31]​

What comes as some surprise from Filley’s letters is his efforts to make provision for the display of ceramic goods. The following extract from Filley’s letter to Elliot is most revealing:
‘I have not had time to reach the Druggist yet - in fact have no suitable place to show samples -               but am making one - all by itself - with good light and room - am going to stereotype the new shape throughout’.​[32]​
The above needs some explanation. American stores in the nineteenth century often sold hardware and drugs as well as crockery ware. Filley, however, decided to make a new display room in St.Louis, apparently with a shape repeated throughout.

A far more discreet method of promoting Elliot’s trade was for Filley to have the new white granite shapes, called Kansas or Mound City, seen in the domestic sphere. As Filley wrote to Elliot at the beginning of 1866, ‘One of your dinner sets goes into the finest house in St.Louis when it arrives ... This will be a good introduction for the dinner ware’.​[33]​ The obvious hope on Filley’s part was that once a fashion was established it would permeate other ‘fine’ households. Clearly, the study of one crockery dealer can throw light on the ceramic consumption of a city, and it is notable on this occasion that one of the finest houses of St.Louis was using earthenware and not china dinner ware. This is in spite of the fact that Filley had ordered Limoges china dinner ware just a few months before.​[34]​ As crockery dealers can be seen to have taken the initiative to promote goods, it becomes clear why the marketing techniques employed by well-documented Staffordshire manufacturers appear rather exceptional, when judged against examples such as those of Filley.

The extensive demand for white granite and cream coloured ware (with just one order for Limoges china), do not entirely match up to descriptions of St.Louis. St.Louis society was according to 1860s and 1870s accounts growing in size and material wealth.​[35]​ It is at this point that the distribution of Filley’s customers has to be considered. In the spring of 1866, Filley describes employing a young man for the purpose of travelling to sell the goods received, indicating that they were not all for St.Louis customers.​[36]​ More precisely, Filley dispatched white granite toilet ware to H.H.Wilcox a dry goods and groceries dealer of Topeka, in the State of Kansas. This Midwest city was accessible to St.Louis via the Missouri and Kansas river, a distance of some 250 miles. As the goods Filley purchased were for markets even further west than St.Louis, this might explain the far from cosmopolitan ceramic needs that dominated Filley’s trade. The whole order was worth $108.25 and Filley’s letter is revealing of the nature of his trade since he wrote to Wilcox, ‘If you think you can find sale for this cask let me know upon return for at these prices I can dispose of the whole I have to sell East but of course I prefer to favour my Western customers’. Apparently, it was the growing western market where Filley foresaw the future development of his trade.​[37]​





As the Midwest American market had a ceramic demand that differed from the British market, it has yet to be explained how Liddle Elliot & Son knew which designs to produce for the St.Louis region, even though producing goods to meet the requirements of a market was the basis of a profitable business. It is because the literature of ceramic history has traditionally been discussed from the perspective of the manufacturer or the ceramic objects themselves, that opportunities to re-evaluate how design decisions were made and influenced have been restricted. There are, for instance, studies of distinguished designers and their influence on products within celebrated factories,​[39]​ but it is interesting to consider to what extent the production of ceramics was influenced by the consumer.

It is at this point that using a methodology inspired by the economist, Ronald Coase, takes on a far greater significance. The most important new dimension of the Chauncey I.Filley letters is the insight provided into the making of design decisions. What becomes clear is Filley’s vital role in determining the products of Elliot. This does not mean minor adjustments to what was produced, but the real motives for Filley’s visit to Staffordshire in the summer of 1865 are made clear from his letters. Filley wrote from Staffordshire back to St.Louis:

‘As my new shape comes out in biscuit and out of the glaze ovens - they are all beauties and cannot be beaten - and it is as well for me to be on hand to see them completed - for unless I do so they are not likely to come out right. I am having a splendid 35 & 36 metal covd jug made both of the Mound City (embossed) - Kansas (new Plain) shape -they will outstrip in size and shape anything I have seen. The double thick baker dishes will be o.k. and the double thick coffees will be made now right - for they were not to my liking’.​[40]​

Filley was keen to orchestrate the design of the products he proposed to sell, and visiting Staffordshire gave him the opportunity to supervise the development of wares.
The authorship of ceramic designs produced by Liddle Elliot & Son can be questioned using the Filley material. Surprisingly, the ceramic shapes referred to between 1865-66 were Filley’s designs, not the creation of Elliot. Confirmation of this is found when a Boston crockery importer called Stedman was keen to obtain the white granite designs, known as Kansas and Mound City, that featured regularly in the Filley correspondence. As Filley wrote to Elliot:

 ‘I shall send you pattern for Kansas plates & also a new shape small tea Lond - and some other     samples... I am first getting a chance to turn round after our great rush of trade -The Mound City take well & the Kansas Tea & Dinner Ware is wanted - Stedman seems anxious to have the Mound City & Kansas - but I told him I went over on purpose to get up those shapes & he is satisfied’.​[41]​

Later, reaffirming the point, ‘I do not want the Mound City or Kansas in a persons hands upon this side but the party in Bridgport[sic]. I have so advertised it - and cannot consent that any dealer shall have [it].’​[42]​ There are several places called Bridgeport in the United States; given the locality of Filley, the above reference may be construed as the Bridgeport in the State of Kansas.

Back in St.Louis, the influence on the productions of Liddle Elliot & Son continued. ‘The Mound City plate is objected to - it should have the cord only within the inside of the rim (not in outside edge at all) a single plain neat cord - change it to that as soon as possible’​[43]​ is an example of the direct way that Filley informed Elliot what needed altering in the design. Understandably, this American crockery dealer had a more comprehensive knowledge of mid​west demand than the Staffordshire manufacturer which was especially the case if the Staffordshire manufacturer did not have an American outlet. The tendency was for only the larger manufacturers to have American outlets in the nineteenth century.​[44]​ Quite simply, the designs mentioned were being altered by market forces.

Business was paramount and Filley thought nothing of advising Elliot to copy other Staffordshire wares that were selling well in the St.Louis region. The following is an example, which also includes details of how it was accomplished:
‘I have included in box two pieces of ware
a dish Burgess & Co         	Paris white
a London Teas & saucer Pearsons   “          “
This class of goods is having an immense sale - and I send the pieces hoping you can make a slightly better quality of it - and will so do - Now that I shall drop the Missouri [shape] - this rimed [will] do admirably to put into that shape and rim on -Furnival is making Paris white in Several shapes’.​[45]​

Burgess & Leigh, were manufacturers at Bursiem, and Edward Pearson and Jacob Furnival & Co. were both manufacturers in Cobridge. The point is that Elliot could easily copy other Staffordshire manufacturers’ designs, but without Filley’s knowledge of what was selling well in America, this could be an expensive risk.

It has been mentioned how in the nineteenth-century Staffordshire press it was argued that if French design was emulated, Staffordshire ceramics stood a greater chance of selling on the American market. If this were the case, it stands to reason that Staffordshire manufacturers would need to know which of the French designs available in America were meeting with success. Bearing in mind that Filley had ordered some French china from Limoges in November, 1865, the Filley letters do illustrate French ceramics in the Midwest acting as an arbiter of taste. Significantly, Filley wrote ‘I shall ... soon send you a sample of London tea small, very small for Kansas and M.C. [Mound City]. Its a French china shape - & Edwards, [manufacturers of either Fenton and Burslem] and one or two are making in WG already’.​[46]​ This letter of Filley’s provides an explanation as to how emulation was accomplished since it demonstrates a cycle of design; popular French designs being sent to Staffordshire by American dealers to be copied in cheaper earthenware. The need of Filley to copy French designs is revealing of the broader American attitudes to imported ceramics. When resent authors have questioned how emulation was in accounting for the consumption of goods,​[47]​ this is evidence of a dealer working on the supposition that the durable and cheap white granite ware had an even greater appeal if it was based upon French china designs. The concern to use a French shape as a basis of a new design is also reflected in the cultural differences of St.Louis and Boston. In 1863, St.Louis still showed evidence of the early French settlers, although German emigration was by that time was becoming increasingly important.​[48]​

While it could be argued that archaeology might provide a more comprehensive overview of inland demand than the evidence of Filley, the crockery importers’ perspective is unique in showing how far ceramics were altered and influenced by consumers. Filley even boasted to his Topeka, Kansas consumer that ‘This is the best toilet ware made. The styles are all new & of my own selection & some of my own suggesting’.​[49]​ Such statements make the position of middle-men far more worthy of attention than they generally receive in current ceramic history literature.





The Filley material is of considerable value to ceramic historians in a number of ways. Firstly, the St.Louis example provides a much clearer picture of Midwest American ceramic demand. As it turns out St.Louis adheres far more closely to nineteenth-century British notions of American taste than Boston. It would be useful to find out if the designs of Mound City and Kansas do exist in the Missouri region, and if Filley actually did advertise these shapes in local newspapers. More research in America could be done on this.

Secondly, irrespective of whether or not Midwest demand coincides with the attitudes in the Staffordshire press, the Filley material demonstrates the importance of crockery dealers in marketing the goods of less prestigious Staffordshire manufacturers. Obviously, this helps to put into context studies such as Robin Reilly’s Wedgwood which when discussing the nineteenth century draws attention to Wedgwood being in a position to have their own traveller, feeding back information about designs and pricing.​[51]​ This paper has been an investigation of what takes place if manufacturers were seemingly without travellers.

Thirdly, at the beginning of this paper it was pointed out that standard marketing and business economics literature has already recognised how manufacturers often needed to rely on other firms or middle agencies to develop business contacts. In particular, the Filley material supports Coase’s theory as expressed in the ‘Nature of the Firm’. However, Coase was obviously not concerned with the effect that transacting business through middle agencies had on design. What the Filley example shows, very significantly, is that if manufacturers were transacting business through middle agencies, instead of having their own American outlets,​[52]​ this in turn can have implications on how design decisions were made. As Filley was closer to the American consumer than the manufacturer, it was Filley who had a decisive influence on the ceramic designs. Indeed, both the Filley example and diary of Collamore & Co. of 1862 indicate that many manufacturers continued to place trust in ‘unprofessional’, outside
intervention, with the result that the designs produced were strongly at the mercy of market forces.

All too often authors appear to have taken it for granted that manufacturers had an awareness of market requirements and preferences, and that design decisions were entirely directed by the manufacturer.​[53]​  But when Staffordshire manufacturers, beyond the more celebrated firms, are examined along with the buyers’ perspective, considerable doubt is thrown upon a notion that manufacturers alone had their fingers on the pulse of the market. The making of design decisions, and the way ceramic designs were altered to suit customer demand has been shown to be far more complex than it might first appear.
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